LIGNI
OVERVIEW

(l to r) Lofa Sofa, Ligni Lounge chairs and coffee table. Background: Ligni credenza,
meeting table, meeting chairs and mobile screen
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O V E R V I E W

Blurring the lines between home and work.
Ligni combines clean elegant lines with the
warmth of wood, in harmony with the trend
for biophilic design and the blurring of the
boundary between home and office.

DESKS

STORAGE

TA B L E S

CA FE SE ATING

SCREENS

The extensive use of birch ply in Ligni not
only creates distinctive and immensely
strong furniture, but also makes Ligni an
environmentally friendly choice, as our
sustainably sourced birch ply has full FSC
chain of custody.

RECEPTION/BREAKOUT

Ligni is complemented by soft seating that
features the same distinctive radiused ply
legs. Tops have an elegantly slim profile and
are offered in a wide choice of veneer and MFC
finishes.

BENCH DESKS

The Ligni family encompasses meeting tables,
stand-alone and bench desks, screens, high
and low breakout tables, storage units, coffee
tables, chairs, stools and bench seats.

MEETING CHAIRS

All key elements feature distinctive radiused
ply legs faced in a wide choice of veneers and
laminates, or the whole leg lacquered Black or
White.
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(l-r) Top floor Happy Rockers, Ligni Lounge chair and coffee table: high table with NC3 bar stools: Lofa Sofa corner seating and coffee table: ScreenD
Working Pods. 2nd floor Desk with fixed return, NC1 chairs and HBB working chair, mobile screens: bench desks with PAD screens and HBB working
chairs, mobile screens: workstation with HBB working chairs. 1st Floor Square table with NC1 chairs, mobile screens: meeting table and NC3A chairs,
credenza, mobile screens: circular table and NC1 chairs. Ground floor Rectangular table with NC2 and NBS seating: high tables with NS1 stools.
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(Clockwise l-r from top left) Ligni Lounge chair, circular coffee table and Lofa Sofa. Mobile screen with whiteboard. Meeting table with
NC3A chairs. Bench desking with extension screens fitted to PAD screens, HBB working chairs, freestanding pedestals.

Meeting table with clear acrylic H-Screens, NC3A chairs and mobile screen with whiteboard.

(Clockwise l-r) ScreenD meeting booths, Ligni Lounge chair, Bench desks with PAD screen
extensions, HBB working chairs, high tables with H-Screens, NS3 bar stools.
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NC3A chairs. Meeting table with hinged cable flaps.
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NBD1612T

NBD1612

NBD1612

NBD1612

NBT

Stand-alone bench desk,
angled legs

Stand-alone bench desk,
straight legs

Double bench desk,
angled legs

Double bench desk,
straight legs

Bench desk with insert
module, angled legs

Bench desk power
tower

ND16

ND16

NR8

NRP3

NW16L

NW16R

Single desk, angled legs

Single desk, straight legs

Return

Pedestal return

Workstation, storage
to the left

Workstations, storage to
the right

NLP2

NPC2

NFP3

NNP3

Two-drawer
pedestal

Cushion for NLP2 for
ad-hoc seating

Three-drawer
pedestal

Narrow three-drawer
pedestal

CREDENZAS

BENCH DESKS
DESKS
STORAGE

NBD1612T

NS7A

NS710A

NS712ADA

NS716AA

Double-door credenza

Double-door credenza

Doors to left and right,
drawers to centre

Two pairs of double
doors

LIGNI

NT302R

NTD15

NT302R

Square table with straight legs (angled legs available)

Rectangular table with angled legs (straight legs available)

Circular table (angled legs only)

Rectangular high table (angled legs only)

NC3

NC3A

NC4

NC4A

Meeting chair

Meeting chair

Meeting chair

Meeting chair

Meeting chair

NC2H
High-back Lounge
chair

NC2M
Low-back Lounge
chair

NCTD
Circular coffee
table

NCT10
Rectangular coffee
table

NCT6
Square coffee
table

NS1

NS2

NS3

NBS13

High stool

Low stool

High stool

Bench seat

NCTP
Plectrum coffee
able

SCREENS

NC1

CA F E S E AT I N G

TABL E S
MEETING CHAIRS
RECEPTION/BREAKOUT

NT15S

PAD

NP120

Fully upholstered
screen

Mobile screen

LIGNI

(l-r) HiBox room divider storage, Lofa Sofa, square coffee table, workstation
with optinal modesty panel. HBB working chair and NC4A chair
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